After consideration on the merits, the Committee recommends the following:

SB19-191 be amended as follows, and as so amended, be referred to the Committee on Appropriations with favorable recommendation:

1. Amend the Judiciary Committee Report, dated April 3, 2019, page 1, line 1, after "line 2," insert "strike "(2) (a)" and substitute "(2) (a) (I)"", and"."

2. Page 1 of the report, strike line 14 and substitute "TELEPHONICALLY.

3. (II) THE CHIEF JUDGE OF EACH JUDICIAL DISTRICT SHALL"

4. Page 2 of the report, line 22, after "LONG" insert "AS", and strike "LATER" and substitute "LONGER".

5. Page 2 of the report, line 26, strike "THAT".

6. Page 2 of the report, strike lines 28 and 29 and substitute:


8. Page 4, strike lines 1 through 5.".

---

** *** ** *** **